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OBJECTIVE

OF THE

PROJECT

This Project started off with three main objectives :
1. Testing rigorously prime generating algorithms along with
their newer and better versions evolved with time for
identification of better performing candidate amongst these.
2. Generating sufficiently huge database of primes.

3. Using this database to study the distribution patterns of
primes.
WORK DONE
As per the objectives of the project, initially deterministic
algorithms for generation of primes were tested for superiority.
Using rigorous comparison results, better algorithm (with
impression of Eratosthenes) was chosen, and upon it a further
modified one was designed. This allowed achieving the second
objective of generation of huge database of prime numbers. Using
this database, the distribution patterns of prime numbers were
studied in arithmetical progressions 3n + k, 4n + k, 5n + k and
6n + k, giving due respect to Dirichlet’s Theorem, from various
wide angles as mentioned in results achieved.
RESULTS ACHIEVED
Amongst as many as 18 prime generating algorithms selected for
comparison studies, the best one could be identified; in fact, it
has been built upon the famous sieve of Eratosthenes. It has
proven that how simple modifications in classical techniques can
bring in good progress for both speed of execution of algorithms
and number of steps required. Prime database as huge as till
1,000,000,000,000 was generated; of course it has demanded long
execution period! Finally, as per third objective, distribution
patterns of primes were determined, particularly in arithmetical
progressions, 3n + k, 4n + k, 5n + k and 6n + k, wherein it is
found that Dirichlet’s Theorem undoubtedly holds very good; the
arithmetical progression 3n + 2 contain more primes than
3n + 1 in

most of

the

occasions;

similarly,

arithmetical

progression 4n + 3 contain more primes than 4n + 1; and
amongst family of 5n + k progressions, 5n + 2 has taken
marginal led in our final ranges; prime density in 6n + 5 is
frequently more than that in 6n + 1. All these are trends
observed commonly, but keeping their reputation of
irregularity(!), the majority of number of primes often keeps

switching in these groups. Additionally, many other peculiar facts
about prime numbers in the ranges of 1 – 10n have been
determined. This goes from very first range 1 – 10 to as high
range as 1 – 1012. In each of this range, first prime number of
specific pattern is determined, when it existed. The last prime
number is also traced out. Exhaustively searching all blocks of
concerned sizes till 1 trillion, first and last of blocks with
minimum number of primes and similarly first and last of blocks
with maximum number of primes have been found out. The
minimum and maximum prime density in such blocks is also
determined. Further the block-wise smallest and largest gaps
between successive primes of corresponding forms an + b have
been determined alongwith first and last prime starter of those
gaps. Availability of count of primes of different forms with
various digits occurring at units and tens places is also is another
achievement of this project. All this rigorous analysis for all
selected four forms is done systematically will surely help in
future for finding some regularity, though complex, in occurrence
of primes. All these details are made publicly available by as
many as 9 publications in open access journals.
CONTRIBUTION

TO THE

SOCIETY

The outcomes of this project have many applications and will
contribute to the advancement of society through them. This
project has sorted out as many as 18 different algorithms for
generations of primes; all of which are deterministic rather than
probabilistic. The last few are built upon famous and classical
Sieve of Eratosthenes and have improve this sieve through simple
technique. Whenever there is a need to generate either a single
large prime or the sequence of all primes till a specific value, the
best of these algorithms is going to come very handy. As another
outcome, huge database of prime numbers has been generated
and is ready to be used for further work. Finally, the distribution
patterns of primes in various arithmetic progressions had flashed
light on prime density in all of those in huge ranges. The most
important use of these all to the society is that better primes for

encryption can be chosen making internet communication,
particularly online financial transactions, more secure.
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Nine (9) papers have been published out of the project work :
UPLOADING EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF THE REPORT
The Executive Summary of the report is uploaded to the college
website.
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The project has been completed as per plan and expectation of
the Principal Investigator.
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